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Tess Hughes is on the run from her abusive ex-husband. The problem is, he's a detective and there's no place on Earth he can't find her. Solution? Hide somewhere that's not on
Earth—the Kindred Mother Ship. That's how she winds up posing as Pairing Puppet—one of the robotic mistresses that service the Unmated Males of the Kindred who need a little
sexual stress release from time to time. Of course, Tess never actually performs a Pairing Puppet's duties—she hides every time a new 'customer' comes in. But then she gets
caught out in the open…at exactly the wrong time.Garron of the Rai'ku Kindred has a dragon sized problem and it's living right inside of him. His dr'gin, the ravenous beast that
lives inside every Rai'ku male, is trying to get out. Problem is, if Garron lets it escape, it will eat the first person it sees. He's burning with need and the more his desire grows, the
greater the danger to those around him. Desperate to quench his smoldering desire and keep his dr'gin contained, he goes to the Pairing House…and chooses Tess.Now the two
of them are on the run. Expelled from the Mother Ship, Tess is once again menaced by her abusive ex who will stop at nothing to get her back. Garron has sworn to protect her
but the beast inside him is more dangerous than any outside threat could be. Can Garron protect Tess from the man who has sworn to destroy her without letting the beast inside
him run free? If not, she will surely be…Devoured.
?This is the story of the very first Kindred Bride? A woman locked in a mental asylum for her visions of the future... A cybernetic warrior who can enter her dreams... Together,
they must escape to save the Earth from certain ruin. But will they be in time? What if the Kindred had never come to Earth? The Eye of Ten'gu, trapped beneath the Hell's Gate
station, wants to ensure they don't. And it has the power to reach through time and change one event that will alter the Kindred's reality forever...Vic is a cybernetic Kindred scout,
sent only to hostile planets. He infiltrates the Oval Office but just as he is about to extend an offer from the Kindred to the people of Earth, his communications system breaks,
rendering him mute. Labeled a mentally unstable threat, he is sent to St. Elizabeth's Mental Hospital. There he meets Torri, a beautiful curvy Earth female who makes him feel for
the first time...Torri isn't crazy, no matter what her husband says. She is having visions of a huge black ship and an evil being called "The AllFather" who is coming to conquer
and enslave the Earth. But now that she's locked away, no one will listen. No one until Vic comes and starts Dream Sharing with her, that is...Now the two of them are on the run.
But will they get the Mother Ship to Earth in time to stop the Scourge from overrunning the planet? Or will the Eye of Ten'gu fulfill its evil plan and change the Kindred's future
timeline forever?You'll have to read Brides of the Kindred 26, Committed, to find out...
A girl dressed as a boy In a Triple Max prison full of savage predators A Kindred warrior undercover, trying to protect What he thinks is an innocent boy. Lathe can't understand
why he is so drawn to Ari But when her secret comes out, will it kill them both? You'll have to read Imprisoned to find out...
Kate McMillan has a good life and a decent job working at a jewelry store but there's something wrong. She also has a hole in her memory-a three year gap where she can't
remember a thing. Kate tries to tell herself she's okay but she knows it isn't true. Someone is hunting her-a huge man with glowing blue eyes is lingering on the edges of her
vision. Every time Kate sees him her pulse races and fear grips her. Rone is a Wulven Kindred-feared and shunned even by others of the Kindred race. For the Wulven carry a
Beast inside them that will kill anyone unlucky enough to be near when it emerges. Only a female who has tamed a male Wulven's Beast is immune from this danger. Rone once
had such a mate-before she was snatched away. For months he's been searching for his missing bride but when he finally locates Kate, he finds that she has forgotten him
completely. Not only that, but his mere presence engenders a panic response in the woman who once loved him. Their bond has been broken and Kate doesn't know him.
Worse, his Beast no longer acknowledges her as his mated female. Rone doesn't blame Kate for thinking he is dangerous-he is and always will be unless she can tame his
Beast. But in order to tame the Beast, Kate must take a terrible risk...one that may end in her death. Will she be able to control her fear and face the danger that lives inside her
mate or will Rone remain forever...Forgotten?
A girl on the run from her past A warrior trying to forestall the future Can Tess help Garron contain the ravenous beast that lurks within him? If not, she will surely be…Devoured.
?Tess Hughes is on the run from her abusive ex-husband. The problem is, he’s a detective and there’s no place on Earth he can’t find her. Solution? Hide somewhere that’s
not on Earth—the Kindred Mother Ship. That’s how she winds up posing as Pairing Puppet—one of the robotic mistresses that service the Unmated Males of the Kindred who
need a little sexual stress release from time to time. Of course, Tess never actually performs a Pairing Puppet’s duties—she hides every time a new ‘customer’ comes in. But
then she gets caught out in the open…at exactly the wrong time. Garron of the Rai’ku Kindred has a dragon sized problem and it’s living right inside of him. His dr’gin, the
ravenous beast that lives inside every Rai’ku male, is trying to get out. Problem is, if Garron lets it escape, it will eat the first person it sees. He’s burning with need and the more
his desire grows, the greater the danger to those around him. Desperate to quench his smoldering desire and keep his dr’gin contained, he goes to the Pairing House…and
chooses Tess. Now the two of them are on the run. Expelled from the Mother Ship, Tess is once again menaced by her abusive ex who will stop at nothing to get her back.
Garron has sworn to protect her but the beast inside him is more dangerous than any outside threat could be. Can Garron protect Tess from the man who has sworn to destroy
her without letting the beast inside him run free? If not, she will surely be…Devoured.
A Warrior taken PrisonerHeld in Chains without Hope...A Princess fascinated By the strange Alien male...When Dani slips into the prisoner's cell to learn more about him, she
doesn't expect to fall in loveBut Kyron is a Touch Kindred...able to Touch her even though his hands are chainedWill he also Touch her heart? Will Dani help him escape?Find
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out in Freeing the Prisoner...Kyron is a Touch Kindred, able to physically touch others with the power of his mind and Touch sense, but he has sworn a solemn vow to use his
power only for good. When he is captured and held prisoner on the small planet of Goshan Prime, his resolve is sorely tested. He's beaten, starved, and kept constantly chained.
There's only one bright spot--a girl who slips into his cell because she's curious.Dannella is a Princess of the Blood. Raised to be a proper lady, she knows that one day she will
be given in marriage to a male who will act as both her husband and owner. Females aren't valued in Goshan society and she has little control over her own life. Despite her
restrictive upbringing, Dani rebels and finds her way into the cell occupied by the strange new warrior, a Kindred so huge he dwarfs every other male she's ever known.Kyron
shows her his Touch sense and gives her pleasure she's never dreamed of, even though he is chained in his cell. Dani finds herself falling for the big Kindred but then the
unthinkable happens--a marriage is announced and time has suddenly grown short. Now she and Ky are one the run, trying to escape from a life which has become a prison for
them both. But in order to gain their freedom, Ky must break his sacred oath. Will it cost him his love and his life?Read Freeing the Prisoner to find out...*Author's Note: Freeing
the Prisoner is a Kindred Tales Novel set in the Brides of the Kindred universe
A single mother, afraid to take a chance on love...A fierce warrior, just learning how to feel...When fate throws them together in the most intimate way possible, Will Isobel run
from the Beast...or Bond with him?Isobel Yates is a single mom with no time for romance, but the Goddess has other plans for her.Hail is a Dark Kindred. Since emotions are
outlawed on his home world, he is learning to feel now that he lives on the Mother Ship. Strong emotions are bad news, though--they bring out the part of his DNA that is
Bolaxian Beast, a race of beings known for their fierce breeding lust. Isobel is afraid to trust the huge Kindred warrior with her heart and the safety of her young son but when fate
throws them together, she has no choice. When Hail's beast comes out, will Isobel run from him...or bond with him? You'll have to read Bonding with the Beast to find
out...*Please note: There is a bit of rough sex in this book--well, what can you expect from a book called Bonding with the Beast, right?: ) Anyway, I wanted to warn anyone who
is bothered by this sort of thing and assure you there is also tender lovemaking as well. Please read responsibly!*
The Punishment of Nicollet Jack Kemp, owner of the Lazy Z Ranch, is a man of strong passions. Dark passions, that he keeps firmly under wraps. He longs for a woman to
understand his needs. A woman who won't mind being completely dominated, possessed...punished. From the moment she first set eyes on Jack, Nicollet knew she wanted to
be his. Not his precious darlin', no matter that he's always been there for her. Not his friend, no matter that their love of horses and the Ranch gives them plenty in common. But
his "woman." Nicky's been saving herself for Jack, and now, home from college, she's going to get him. But first she'll have to convince him she's not too young for him. Even if it
means taking her punishment like a woman. Picture Perfect Ever since Melanie's mom married Kurt's dad she's had the hots for her gorgeous, off-limits stepbrother. Knowing
that Kurt feels the same way doesn't help her lust but through an unspoken agreement they ignore their forbidden feelings. Then Kurt drives her to a modeling shoot for an
exercise book and winds up volunteering to model as her partner. What neither of them know is that the exercises in the book are all sexual--a modern Kama Sutra. Melanie tries
to ignore the sparks flying between her and Kurt, even when they have to get naked and pose for pictures that are both explicit and erotic. But how can she resist her sexy
stepbrother? Will she and Kurt be able to keep from breaking the most forbidden taboo of all or will they give in to temptation in order to get every shot "Picture Perfect?" Best
Kept Secrets Cassandra and Josh are xenobiologists. Traveling around the universe searching for new forms of life is exciting and Cass is never lonely because Josh is there.
He is sweet, funny, kind and handsome...everything Cass has ever wanted in a man. But he's also her stepbrother. There's never been anything but normal affection between the
two of them...until they encounter the truth plant of Svortza 6. The truth plant is said to have strange properties--it forces all who come in contact with it to act on their deepest
emotions. Cass is skeptical of the rumors until Josh is sprayed with the plant's secretions and begins having fugue states where he is a mindless creature bent only on satisfying
his sexual hunger. Now, trapped on an alien world, Cassandra is learning a lesson in submission and forbidden lust. She knows she must keep Josh's actions secret from him or
he will hate himself forever. But some secrets are just too big to keep...
Commander Terex has had a terrible life. First he lost his mate, then he was taken over by an evil demon, then attacked and mutilated by the Dark Kindred, Two--enemy of his kind. He feels
broken and the only thing that can make him whole again is vengeance--or so he thinks. Elaina Benet has a secret grief--a sister who is terminally ill with no hope of recovery. She too, feels
broken inside--unable to do anything but grieve. But then a prophesy is spoken--Elaina's healing and Terex's vengeance lie in the same direction, in the mysterious Dark Sector. Ships that fly
into this part of the universe never return and yet this is where they must go. Despite Elaina's fear, she is willing to risk anything to save her sister. Terex just wants revenge. Neither of them is
looking for love but sometimes the Goddess has plans of her own. What awaits them in the Dark Sector--love or death? You'll have to read Uncharted to find out.
Nadiah is bound to her home planet and a male she doesn’t love by an unbreakable blood bond—a bond only a Kindred warrior can break. Rast is just an ordinary human with no chance of
setting her free…or is he? The truth is about to be Revealed Nadiah has the Sight—the ability to see into the future. But the one thing she can’t see is how she’s ever going to be free of the
blood bond her parents forced her into when she was only six. Her fiancée is an evil bastard who delights in torturing her and her only way out of a loveless marriage is for a Kindred warrior to
challenge the hated bond. But Nadiah has no warrior to challenge for her—she just has Rast. Adam Rast doesn’t know why he feels so protective and possessive of Nadiah, only that he’s
willing to kill or die to protect her. When the chance to set her free arises, he takes it without hesitation, even though his lack of Kindred blood could mean his defeat or even his death. But
Rast has a secret, one even he doesn’t know he possesses. When he undertakes Nadiah’s quest, the truth comes out in a strange and provocative way. Can Nadiah and Rast live through
their ordeal? Will the truth about Rast set them free…or kill them? You’ll have to read Revealed to find out.
Harper Wilde is sitting on the beach, minding her own business when a huge, muscular Kindred warrior with black hair and blazing white eyes demands that she accompany him into the
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future. Harper has no choice--she is dragged against her will into a dystopian nightmare--the world as it might become if something isn't changed.And that something that needs changing is
Harper herself.As a ten'sora, she is of special interest to the Hive, an insectile race of beings bent on taking over the Earth. By using her, they can conquer both the Mother Ship and the
human race. Unless she herself is altered so the Hive cannot make use of her, the grim future Harper finds herself in will become reality.Shad is a Shadow Twin--a Kindred male destined
always to walk alone with very little chance of forming a bond with a female. Yet, he alone is able to make use of the looper--a time travel device which allows him to move back and forth
between the past and the future to try and save Harper. Falling in love with her isn't part of the plan but the big Kindred can't help himself. But he knows he must put his feelings aside and do
what is necessary to change the past...unless he wants the future to Vanish forever.
Leoron of Alera returns home from the Hive wars determined to protect the capital city--and last bastion of a vanished Queen's reign--from civil war. Loyal to the bone, Leo answers the call
from Prime Nial and vows to protect at any cost three unknown females arriving from Earth. But the simple soldier is unprepared for the shock of desire that brings him to his knees at first sight
of Trinity Jones. Nothing makes sense as Leo fights friend and foe alike, and discovers the woman stealing his heart has a destiny beyond anything he could have imagined. Welcome to the
Interstellar Brides® all new Ascension Saga and the planet Alera, where women from Earth not only find their mates, but fight to rule the world. Download now and let the adventure begin!
Millie Ashton thinks London society is full of empty-headed, arrogant fools, but when she meets Alex Radley she falls desperately in love with him. Fearing humiliation and rejection, she
decides the only sensible thing to do is take her pride and go home to India. Men like Alex do not fall for girls like her, whereas every girl loses her heart to Alexander the Great. Alex Radley,
Marquess of Brooke rules the ton like a god, but even gods are known to fall for mere mortals. With his wealth and title, wooing Millie should be an easy task. But when his passionate love
letter to her goes astray, Alex’s life becomes more than a little complicated. A free historical regency romance for those who love Bridgerton Sasha's regency historical romance novels cover
such themes as secret love, secret babies, second chance, unrequited love, friends to lovers, enemies to lovers, bad boys, lords, duke, earl, prince, royalty, secret engagements, marriages of
convenience, first love, secret love, runaway bride, ugly duckling, and adventure.
Get ready for a Sexy Power Struggle... A warrior who has vowed never to take a bride... Is bought by a girl who needs a Body Slave... But has no idea how to handle him... Will Kaylee be able
to tame the huge Havoc she bought at the Flesh Bazaar?Or will Solar turn the tables and end up...Mastering the Mistress? Solar M'Tex is a Havoc--a race of males who have sworn never to
bond themselves to a female. So the idea of serving or loving any woman, no matter how beautiful, is foreign to him. But when he gets captured and sold at the Flesh Bazaar, he has no say in
who buys him. Before he knows it he is the exclusive property of Kaylee, a lush little female from Yonnie Six who wants her own personal body slave.Kaylee is new to Yonnie Six high society.
She didn't even know she needed a body slave until her new friend Lyla told her. But when Lyla talks her into buying the huge, muscular Havoc, she doesn't know what to do with him--or have
any idea how she's going to master him. Soon they're in Kaylee's new dungeon with all the equipment a Mistress could need to tame a new slave. Kaylee does her best but when Solar gets
free of his restraints, the tables are turned. Will she escape from the male she dared to try and master...or will Solar end up Mastering the Mistress?Mastering the Mistress is a Brides of the
Kindred novella but it can and should be read as a stand alone novella.
Barbara Kingsolver's acclaimed international bestseller tells the story of an American missionary family in the Congo during a poignant chapter in African history. It spins the tale of the fierce
evangelical Baptist, Nathan Price, who takes his wife and four daughters on a missionary journey into the heart of darkness of the Belgian Congo in 1959. They carry with them to Africa all
they believe they will need from home, but soon find that all of it - from garden seeds to the King James Bible - is calamitously transformed on African soil. Told from the perspective of the five
women, this is a compelling exploration of African history, religion, family, and the many paths to redemption. The Poisonwood Bible was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize in 1999 and was
chosen as the best reading group novel ever at the Penguin/Orange Awards. It continues to be read and adored by millions worldwide.
Books for All Kinds of Readers. Read HowYouWant offers the widest selection of on-demand, accessible format editions on the market today. Our 7 different sizes of EasyRead are optimized
by increasing the font size and spacing between the words and the letters. We partner with leading publishers around the globe. Our goal is to have accessible editions simultaneously
released with publishers' new books so that all readers can have access to the books they want to read.
Dr. Kayla Smith is a strong, independent woman with several prestigious degrees in Xenobiology and Chemistry. She lives and works on the Mother Ship and shares a lab with her two best
friends, Dr. Bron--a huge Beast Kindred who is also a decorated microbiologist and Dr. Sorin, a Blood Kindred and award-winning virologist. The three of them work and play together but
Kayla is afraid to act on her feelings for either Kindred because she knows that picking one means losing the other.Then comes the Great Needing.When Xi-46, a virulent aphrodisiac, is
introduced into the Kindred Mother Ship through the air vents, Kayla is one of the women affected. Her desperate need can only be slaked with the help of a male and she gets help from both
of her friends. Afterwards, they expect her to choose between them...but Kayla can't--she loves them both.Now they must go on a desperate mission to find the source of Xi-46 and try to
create an antidote. But the further they go, the more Kayla realizes she needs both men in her life...and they need each other as well, though neither one wants to admit it.Can Bron and Sorin
learn to share a mate?Can Kayla convince them that the three of them belong together?Or will the horrors they suffer at the house of Mother Pain tear them apart?Read Sharing a Mate to find
out...***Author's Note and WARNING:There is a tiny bit of M/M action in this novel, which isn't usual for my Kindred menage books. My intentions in writing M/M in this the book wasn't to add
gratuitous sex but rather to show a true three-way relationship in which all the characters love and respect each other equally. I hope you will enjoy it--there is plenty of M/F/M action too, which
I think will make you happy if you like menage romance.Also, if you'd like to see the images which inspired this book, by the insanely talented artist, aenaluck, check my Inspiration for Sharing
a Mate Pinterest Board.Hugs and Happy Reading! Evangeline
A female Blood Kindred who hates her fangs...A fierce warrior who loves her... Can Kara and Raak stay together?Or will their love be shattered because he is...Unbondable?Kara is a rare
Blood Kindred female...unfortunately for her, she has the fangs to prove it. To Kara's dismay, it's hard to find a warrior who wants to get bitten when things get hot and heavy. She's tried dating
humans too, but that doesn't work out either. So when she meets Raakshas, a Kindred warrior with dark, silver-ringed eyes who actually likes her fangs, it seems like her troubles are over. But
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there's a problem...Raak is half Y'lyn--a kind of demon without a soul. And without a soul, there's no hope of forming the permanent soul-bond that all Kindred have with their mates. Without
the possibility of forming a bond, how can Kara give her heart to the big Warrior? And what will happen when she goes on an adventure to try a shrink her fangs and winds up naked in the
Unseen Palace?You'll have to read Unbondable, the first book in the new Kindred Birthright series to find out.*Author's Note: This is book 1 of the new Kindred Birthright series which follows
the children of the first generation of Kindred. Unbondable is Kara's story--the daughter of Sylvan and Sophia. I know this book has been a long time in coming but I hope you enjoy it now that
it's here.*
Sophia Waterhouse has always been afraid of needles and vampires so there's no way she wants anything to do with a modern day Count Dracula--even if he does come wrapped in the
package of a huge Kindred warrior with blond hair and ice blue eyes. She's only on the Kindred Mothership to participate in her sister Liv's wedding and that's all.Sylvan is a Tranq Kindred
who has made a sacred vow never to call a bride. After a devastating rejection on his home planet, his heart is a block of ice no one can melt--or so he thinks until he meets Sophia.When their
ship is forced down in the middle of a rugged mountain range Sophia and Sylvan are stranded. Running for their lives they have only each other to depend on. Will they give in to the intense
attraction between them or will the evil hunting Sophia take its toll? You'll have to read Brides of the Kindred Book 2--Hunted to find out.More about the Brides of the Kindred seriesA race of
Genetic Traders from beyond the starsThree very different types of menAll looking for one thing...their bridesBeast Kindred--Savage in battle these dark, brooding warriors from Rageron bring
their passion and intensity to the bedroom. They possess a very special endowment that ensures every sexual experience is a tantric one.Blood Kindred--Cold as ice to their enemies, these
tall, blond warriors from Tranq Prime warm up when they find the right woman. But be careful...they bite.Twin Kindred--Muscular and rugged, these warriors from Twin Moons always come in
pairs and cannot be separated. They experience physical pain when parted from each other...or the one woman they both choose to love.And then there is the enemy...The Scourge--A
genetic trade gone wrong, these menacing outsiders have twisted desires and sexual needs fierce enough to frighten away even the most adventurous. Their need to dominate and possess
their women completely has led to a strange prophesy that they must fulfill...or die trying.
One girl who was supposed to be a nun Two hot twin warriors separated at birth Both of them want her But neither one can have her alone. Because with Twin Kindred, it takes two... ?How
does a girl who's about to take her vows as a nun wind up with two hot warriors to pick from? That's Becca Malone's problem. After eating a piece of bonding fruit cake, she wound up with Far
and Truth, Twin Kindred warriors who were separated at birth and never formed a proper Twin bond. Because the twins hate each other, Becca feels free to choose between them...until the
three of them fall into a vision of unspeakable terror...a vision that is about to come true if Far and Truth don't quickly form a bond. And guess who has to be the bridge between them? Becca
is scared to death she's going to wind up bonded for life and Far and Truth aren't too thrilled about the prospect of sharing her. But when the ominous vision sends them on a trip to a rogue
planet where the inhabitants live out their lives in a strange, mental internet called the Mindscape, they have no choice but to come together in the most intimate way possible. Becca comes to
realize she can't choose between the light twin, sweet and gentle Far and the dark twin, intense and passionate Truth. But how can she be with both of them at once when the twins have
sworn to be forever...Divided?
Brides of the Kindred Box Set: Volume 5 Contains Enslaved, Targeted, and Forgotten all in one Volume ?Enslaved: A warrior sold as a slave against his will... Bought by a woman forbidden to
love him When passion flares, she grants him his freedom But his heart has been forever...Enslaved. Targeted: A Kindred warrior turned assassin, sworn to kill his prey or die trying A girl who
lives a boring life on the outside yet hides a remarkable secret within When Tragar recognizes Emily for what she is, he must make a choice. Will he fulfill his mission and terminate her life? Or
will he give his own to save her? Emily Brooks has no idea she has been...Targeted Forgotten: A warrior sworn to get his mate back or die trying A woman under a curse which stole her love
Rone is determined to win back Kate’s heart Even though he has been…Forgotten
The Virgin and the Warrior...When Karn, a member of the Kindred Elite Espionage Corps, is given the assignment to go undercover as a bodyslave at the home of a cruel Mistress, he doesn't
hesitate to take the job. After all, lives are on the line and he has to find the list of Kindred warriors who have been taken prisoner. But to his surprise, he is bought by Mistress Maribella, not for
herself, but for her innocent daughter, Lilli.Lilli has never owned a bodyslave before. She was raised in a convent, far from the hedonistic excesses of her native culture and she knows very
little about the world. She does know, however, that she's not supposed to fall in love with her tall, muscular bodyslave. But how can she help herself when Karn is so patient and gentle with
her? He teaches her things about pleasure she never dreamed of in her sheltered existence at the convent. But when she finds out he's a Kindred spy, will their love survive? You'll have to
read Protecting His Mistress to find out.
A warrior scarred both inside and out. A woman broken by her past. Can they make each other whole or will Elise run from her pain? If she does, Merrick cannot help but chase her. Elise is
being Pursued Elise is fractured inside, stained by a past she refuses to remember. Merrick is scarred both inside and out, a half-breed with a brutal background, at home nowhere in the
universe. Now they are tied together by an unstable bond which could kill them both. Their journey will take them to the lawless planet of Rageron—the wildest of all the Kindred worlds. There,
in the deep blue jungles of an alien world, Elise must bare her soul and relive the horror that nearly killed her. Can she and Merrick make each other whole or will Elise run from her pain? If
she does, Merrick cannot help but chase her…Elise is being Pursued.
Y'res the Fourth--otherwise known as Ellina--the newly crowned ruler of Helios Beta, has a problem: someone is trying to kill her. There has already been one assassination attempt on her life
and she fears that soon there will be another. She needs someone to guard and protect her--someone she can trust. Which is why she calls on the Kindred.Commander Ty'rial is a Kindred
warrior in the Elite Espionage Corps. He takes the job of guarding the new ruler of Helios Beta with some reservations. For Ty is a Modified Kindred--his DNA was manipulated before his birth
to make him the perfect slave, fit only to serve a spoiled, rich Mistress. Rejecting this fate, Ty has made his own way in life and he has no interest or intention of falling for a female in
power--even one who feels frightened and powerless, as Ellina does.Two worlds collide when Ellina admits her fear and Ty begins to see her as a person--not just a Potentate. Feelings
between them grow but they can never be together--for Ellina must choose a consort from among her own people--one who can give her an heir with the same Sacred Blue skin tones which
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she alone possesses. But when another assassination attempt and a villainous plot sets off Ellina's Heat Cycle, can the two of them stay apart?And will either of them ever be the same after
Ty is tasked with...Guarding the Goddess?
After his older brother is killed, David turns to anger and his parents to religion, but just as David's life is beginning to make sense again his parents press him and his sister to join them in
cutting worldly ties to prepare for the Rush, when the faithful will be whisked off to heaven.
***This is a SUPER PLUS LENGTH NOVEL--OVER 155,000 WORDS LONG***Penny is an archeologist on the hunt for a dangerous artifact V'rex is the Hybrid space pirate she's been
warned about... When both of the are kidnapped by a fertility cult and forced together, Can they find a way to survive and escape? You'll have to read Stolen to find out... Dr. Penelope
Wainright--Penny to her friends--is an archeologist on a serious mission for the Kindred. She must find the Eye of Tengu, an ancient stone artifact, before it awakens and causes horrible death
and destruction. But before she goes to the Yown System, where the Eye has been hidden, she is given a warning--stay way from Hell's Gate Station and the notorious pirate, V'rex, who
makes it his home base. But through a series of mishaps, where does she end up? On Hell's Gate Station, alone and vulnerable, of course. And you can guess who she runs into...V'rex is a
Hybrid--half Beast Kindred and Half Kru'ell One. The minute he sees Penny lost and alone, he knows he has to have her. The curvy little plus-sized female is exactly his type and he's about to
go get her...when fate intervenes. After being drugged and kidnapped, he wakes up in the compound of a fertility cult. By chance, Penny has been kidnapped as well, and soon they are forced
together as "Forever Mates" by the fanatical cult leader.Penny is frightened to death of the huge Hybrid, who is tasked by the cult to impregnate her. V'rex wants the little human, but he
doesn't want to hurt her. Now they must work together to escape what seems to be an inescapable situation. But can Penny trust the male she has been warned against? And can V'rex keep
her safe from the fanatical cult and their "Glorious Leader?" You'll have to read Stolen to find out...
From award-winning author Tara Wyatt comes a contemporary standalone royal romance that might just make you believe in love at first sight. Princess Audrey of Clervaux is on a
humanitarian trip to Ndola, a small country in southeast Africa. She’s focused on her work, and her immediate attraction to her sexy Scottish bodyguard, Callum MacLeod, takes her by
surprise. When the ex-soldier kisses her, it becomes impossible to deny the chemistry between them. For Audrey, falling feels inevitable. Callum MacLeod is damaged. Having spent years in
the military, he’s seen horrors most can only imagine. He simply survives with his trauma, never looking for what he thought he couldn’t have. That is, until Princess Audrey stumbles into his
life. She is beauty and light and goodness, and his need for her consumes him, even though he knows he’s too old and too broken for her. How can a war-weary former SAS lieutenant and a
virgin princess who come from completely different worlds have a future? Desire brings them together, but reality may tear them apart.
Two friends have disappeared playing Starfighter Training Academy. No one cares because it's just a game. Right? I know something is wrong. Messed up. Completely off. And no one is
paying attention. My BFFs went missing after beating the hottest new multi-player game on the planet, Starfighter Training Academy. They won. They celebrated. They vanished. So what's the
girl left behind supposed to do? Beat the damn game, that's what. Find out the truth, even if that includes being recruited to fight in an alien war, lusting after the hottest alien I've ever seen,
and marching into a battle there's little chance of winning. I will find my friends. I will learn what the heck is going on. And I will kiss the alien hunk I've been staring at for weeks. Watch me. **If
you love romance in the style of Nalini Singh, Christine Feehan, J.R. Ward, Lara Adrian, S. E. Smith, and out-of-this world outer space adventures like The Expanse, Star Trek, Star Wars and
Stargate, be sure to read USAT Bestselling Author Grace Goodwin's exciting science fiction and paranormal book series! Aliens, adventure, and hot romance all in one place! Over one
MILLION books sold! Tags: alien romance, sci-fi romance, science fiction romance, paranormal romance, psychic romance, shifter, space fleet, space opera, interstellar brides, mail-order
bride, arranged marriage, shifter, mate, alien mate, fated mate, reverse harem, scifi romance, scifi alien romance, scifi harem, The Colony, IBP, Prillon, Warrior, Atlan, Warlord, Everis, Hunter,
Cyborg, Viken, Rogue 5, Kronos, Cerberus, Astra, matched mate, Trion, Coalition Fleet.
Commander Thornex is a Hybrid--half Kindred and half Pyro--a much feared people who have the ability to unleash horrific maelstroms of flame whenever they are angered. All his life Thorn
has struggled to control the destructive power within him. A horrible accident in his past made him swear to never unleash the fire again and for many years, he has kept himself under tight
control. During his many undercover missions as a spy for the Kindred, his iron will has never wavered. That is until he allows himself to be sold as a slave on Yonnie Six... Mistress Neh'sanna
is the most renowned trainer of male body-slaves in all of Yonnie Six. The denizens of the female-ruled society revere her effortless control and the way she is able to make any male bend to
her will. But though Neh'sa takes pride in her work, she is lonely. She trains male slaves for the use of other mistresses but has never found one of her own that she could truly let down her
guard around. Then she buys Thorn and begins to have feelings for him no Mistress ought to have for her slave... The emotion between them grows intense but when circumstances spin out
of control and Thorn is forced to reverse their positions and take the role of Dom, will Neh'sa ever forgive him? You'll have to read Surrendered to find out.
The visionary author’s masterpiece pulls us—along with her Black female hero—through time to face the horrors of slavery and explore the impacts of racism, sexism, and white supremacy
then and now. Dana, a modern black woman, is celebrating her twenty-sixth birthday with her new husband when she is snatched abruptly from her home in California and transported to the
antebellum South. Rufus, the white son of a plantation owner, is drowning, and Dana has been summoned to save him. Dana is drawn back repeatedly through time to the slave quarters, and
each time the stay grows longer, more arduous, and more dangerous until it is uncertain whether or not Dana's life will end, long before it has a chance to begin.
Elise is fractured inside, stained by a past she refuses to remember. Merrick is scarred both inside and out, a half-breed with a brutal background, at home nowhere in the universe. Now they
are tied together by an unstable bond which could kill them both. Their journey will take them to the lawless planet of Rageron-the wildest of all the Kindred worlds. There, in the deep blue
jungles of an alien world, Elise must bare her soul and relive the horror that nearly killed her. Can she and Merrick make each other whole or will Elise run from her pain? If she does, Merrick
cannot help but chase her...Elise is being Pursued.
Two NEW Kindred Tales Novels in One Book!One Light and Sweet, The other Dark and Sexy.Which Kindred of Kindred do you prefer?Read DARK and LIGHT and decide for yourself...Light:
In Saved by the Drake, Lucia Ramirez is having a terrible day when a huge, scary male confronts her on a dark street. But the scary male turns out to be a Kindred warrior-Raze. And he just
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needs help with the three motherless kittens he found under a dumpster. As a vet tech working at the Paws and Purrs Pet Clinic, Luci is uniquely qualified to handle Raze's problem. But can
she handle a much larger animal-his Drake? Read Saved by the Drake to find out.Dark: In Captured by the Kru'ell One, Allisandra Stone keeps having disturbing dreams of a huge Kindred
warrior with mirrored eyes that reflect her soul. He tells her that he knows all her darkest desires and he intends to make them come true. Alli is certain it's just a nightmare but when he comes
to take her from her bed, she goes with him anyway. Soon she finds herself strapped to the Stinging Frame as Kane feeds on her pleasure in a way no other Kindred ever could or would. Can
Alli escape the dark dream she has fallen into...does she even want to try? Read Captured by the Kru'ell One if you dare to find out.
She could save him. But he could destroy her. Aria Chance Lawrence is everything I can't stand. Filthy, cocky, possessive football player. He has the worst reputation in the league. I was
asked to pose as Chance's girlfriend just to save him from a scandal. It was a huge mistake, or maybe it wasn't... Falling in love with the arrogant athlete? I'm screwed. Getting pregnant with
twins? I'm twice as screwed. Chance The moment I saw Aria, I couldn't get her out of my mind. She's a stubborn bombshell and really smart woman. She's just messing with my head. And, if
I'm honest, my heart. I'd do anything just to hold her in my arms. And I will never stop until she will be mine. **Author's note: This is a full-length, standalone romance novel with no cliffhanger,
no cheating and a guaranteed happily ever after. "
Nina is normal Florida girl with a job and a life and a grandmother she adores. But lately she's been having disturbing dreams. Dreams of a man with a shadowed face-a man filled with pain
and need and desire only she can slake. She fears him but at the same time, the dreams leave her breathless with need. Who is this dark stranger and what does he want of her? Reddix is a
Touch Kindred with an inverted Touch Sense-he can't touch with his mind like others of his kind. Instead, he is doomed to endure their emotions like a physical invasion every time he's around
anyone. Desperation drives him to kidnap Nina-the girl he has been dreaming of. But he doesn't take her out of love but as a sacrifice to one who claims she can cure his affliction. Snatching
Nina from her job, Reddix takes her on a journey to the stars that ends in disaster. Now, marooned on a strange planet they will have to learn to work together in order to survive. Can Nina
forgive Reddix's attack and gain his trust enough to heal him...or will his face remain forever Shadowed?
A warrior with a scarred heart who doesn't know how to love. And the woman who must teach him how before it's too late... The son of the evil AllFather, Xairn is filled with conflicting
emotions. On one hand, he has finally gained his freedom and cut the ties that bound him to his race and the sadistic male who is his father. But doing so has unleashed feelings in him Xairn
would rather keep buried. Desires that he prayed would never manifest now rage through him and they are centered on one woman alone... Lauren Jakes is the long lost cousin Liv and
Sophie never knew they had. Abducted by the Scourge, she formed a connection with Xairn more meaningful than any other in his life. But though Lauren thinks she knows him, there is more
to the huge Scourge warrior than she comprehends. A nightmare childhood and a cruel father have scarred Xairn's heart almost past the point of healing. But that is nothing to the secret
inside him-the forbidden desires coded into his very DNA itself, which urge him to commit unspeakable acts in order to sate his newly awakened hunger. Now a conflict is brewing-both in
Xairn's soul, and aboard the Fathership where the twisted AllFather has hatched a new, malicious plot to bring his estranged son home. Can Xairn resist the brutal lust growing within him?
Can he fight against his very nature which urges him to dominate and control any female he mates? Can Lauren heal his heart before the AllFather's trap closes on both of them? And can she
teach him how to love before it's too late?
Reddix is a Kindred warrior with RTS—a debilitating disease that forces him to endure the emotions of others like a physical invasion every time he is around anyone. Nina is the girl he dreams
of but can never have. Will he open up enough for Nina to heal him or will his fate remain Shadowed? ?Nina is normal Florida girl with a job and a life and a grandmother she adores. But lately
she’s been having disturbing dreams. Dreams of a man with a shadowed face—a man filled with pain and need and desire only she can slake. She fears him but at the same time, the dreams
leave her breathless with need. Who is this dark stranger and what does he want of her? Reddix is a Touch Kindred with an inverted Touch Sense—he can’t touch with his mind like others of
his kind. Instead, he is doomed to endure their emotions like a physical invasion every time he’s around anyone. Desperation drives him to kidnap Nina—the girl he has been dreaming of. But
he doesn’t take her out of love but as a sacrifice to one who claims she can cure his affliction. Snatching Nina from her job, Reddix takes her on a journey to the stars that ends in disaster.
Now, marooned on a strange planet they will have to learn to work together in order to survive. Can Nina forgive Reddix’s attack and gain his trust enough to heal him…or will his face remain
forever Shadowed?
Harper Wilde is sitting on the beach, minding her own business when a huge, muscular Kindred warrior with black hair and blazing white eyes demands that she accompany him into the
future. Harper has no choice--she is dragged against her will into a dystopian nightmare--the world as it might become if something isn't changed. And that something that needs changing is
Harper herself. As a ten'sora, she is of special interest to the Hive, an insectile race of beings bent on taking over the Earth. By using her, they can conquer both the Mother Ship and the
human race. Unless Harper is altered so the Hive cannot make use of her, the grim future she finds herself in will become reality. Shad is a Shadow Twin--a Kindred male destined always to
walk alone with very little chance of forming a bond with a female. Yet, he alone is able to make use of the looper--a time travel device which allows him to move back and forth between the
past and the future to try and save Harper. Falling in love with her isn't part of the plan but the big Kindred can't help himself. But he knows he must put his feelings aside and do what is
necessary to change the past...unless he wants the future to Vanish forever.
Fans of Jodi Ellen Malpas, K. Bromberg, and Joanna Wylde will be unable to resist this sexy, deeply intimate tale of a woman running from her past, and the darkly mysterious man who sets
her free. I didn’t think answering someone else’s cellphone would change my life. But the stranger with the low, deep voice on the other end of the line tempted me, awakened my body, set
me on fire. He was looking for someone else. Instead he found me. And I found a hot, secret world where I felt alive for the first time. His name was Dylan, and, strangely, he made me feel
safe. Desired. Compelled. Every dark thing he asked me to do, I did. Without question. I longed to meet him, but we were both keeping secrets. And mine were dangerous. If I took the first
step, if I got closer to Dylan—emotionally, physically—then I wouldn’t be hiding anymore. I would be exposed, with nothing left to surrender but the truth. And my truth could hurt us both. Praise
for Everything I Left Unsaid “Exquisite, thrilling, and toe-curlingly sensual . . . a delicious guilty pleasure I never wanted to end!”—New York Times bestselling author Katy Evans “I am head
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over heels in love with Everything I Left Unsaid by M. O’Keefe. Everything about this book hits the mark—the exceptional prose, the brilliantly defined characters, the delicious plot, and all the
wonderful, dangerous secrets. It’s an absolute must-read keeper-shelf book!”—New York Times bestselling author J. Kenner “I couldn’t put this book down. Annie’s story is heartbreaking,
liberating, sweet, and sexy—I want more!”—New York Times bestselling author Monica Murphy “Sweet, sizzling, sexy, and heart-wrenching, Everything I Left Unsaid broke my heart and left me
yearning for more.”—New York Times bestselling author Megan Hart “The mystery, the excitement, and not to mention the elusive and very demanding Dylan Daniels will leave you
breathless!”—New York Times bestselling author Lisa Renee Jones “O’Keefe is one of the best contemporary romance authors writing today. . . . Elegantly sensual and blisteringly sexual, the
story immediately hooks readers and keeps them captivated with help from beautiful writing, complex characters, and a healthy dose of secrets, while a cliffhanger ending will have them
eagerly awaiting Book 2. Breathtaking and passionately intense—a must-read.”—Kirkus Reviews “[O’Keefe] moves skillfully into . . . romantic suspense with this excellent series launch. . . .
[She] infuses the situation with distinctive life and absorbing detail. Captivating characters and a cliffhanger ending will keep readers coming back for more.”—Publishers Weekly Everything I
Left Unsaid is intended for mature audiences.
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